Engineered to last. Built for life.
Easier to BUILD

**Modular** pre-engineered sections go together fast

**Dex-Lock™ assembly** for rapid and precise framing

**Slide-and-Hide™ deck clips** for a clean finished look

**Lightweight aluminum** for easier material handling

**Countersunk holes** with no exposed nails, screws, bolts

**Complete line** of trim, colors and accessories

Contractors and homeowners agree: DexSpan™ Extruded Aluminum Framing Systems are the first step to a better-built deck or dock.

Easier to OWN

**Beautifully supports** a wide variety of decking materials and railing systems

**Concealed deck fasteners** provide the cleanest look

**Stronger and longer spans** require fewer framing posts

**Popular colors** guaranteed to last 20 years

**Long lasting** – won’t warp, bow, split, mildew, rust or decay

**Low maintenance** – easy cleanup with soap and water

For more information about DexSpan™ Extruded Aluminum Deck and Dock Framing Systems, please visit our website.

dexspan.com  844-DEXSPAN (844-339-7726)
Engineered to last. Built for life.

DexSpan™ extruded aluminum deck and dock framing systems are engineered to meet the demands for longer-lasting and better-looking deck construction. Now you can improve the look and performance of most any decking material with an overall lower total-cost-of-ownership. Contractors and homeowners both agree, DexSpan™ is the first step to a better-built deck.

Stronger & Safer – 100 lbs. per sq. ft. exceeds most codes
Longer Spans – 31% longer spans than treated lumber
Versatile – supports most types of decking and railing
Simpler – less tools to install and even less to maintain
Installs Faster – install the deck in hours, not days or weeks
40% Lighter – weighs less than treated lumber on average
Long Lasting – won’t warp, bow, split, mildew, rust or decay

Visit us online at dexspan.com
Better-built docks start with DexSpan™

Engineered to last. Built for life.

DexSpan™ extruded aluminum deck and dock framing systems are engineered to meet the demands for longer-lasting and better-looking deck construction. Now you can improve the look and performance of most any decking material with an overall lower total-cost-of-ownership. Contractors and homeowners both agree, DexSpan™ is the first step to a better-built dock.

- **Stronger & Safer** - 100 lbs. per sq. ft. exceeds most codes
- **Longer Spans** - 31% longer spans than treated lumber
- **Versatile** - supports most types of decking and railing
- **Simpler** - less tools to install and even less to maintain
- **Installs Faster** - install the deck in hours, not days or weeks
- **40% Lighter** - weighs less than treated lumber on average
- **Portable** - ideal for summer setup and winter storage
- **Long Lasting** - won’t warp, bow, split, mildew, rust or decay

Visit us online at dexspan.com
The first step to a better-built deck

The patented DexSpan™ aluminum framing system revolutionizes deck and dock framing, bringing new benefits to design, construction and lifetime cost of ownership.

**Engineered modularity** shortens deck erection time from days to hours, while increasing the value of the entire finished project. The finished deck not only looks great on the surface, it is supported by a framing system that also looks great and will stay that way for decades.

**Dex-Lock™ assembly** assures the exact fit and secured assembly of the system’s modular joist sections, adding to the strength and durability of the deck.

**Exclusive Slide-and-Hide™ deck fasteners** make fast work of installing decking while completely concealing the screws. The result is a clean-looking deck with no exposed screws.

1. Insert Slide-and-Hide™ fastener into slot
2. Slide fastener through the channel
3. Press fastener into groove in decking
4. Secure Slide-and-Hide™ with screw
5. Slide next deck board onto fastener
6. Deck secured and no exposed screws!

A wide range of standard finishes can be reviewed on our website. We can custom manufacture components to your specification and desired color.

A wide variety of decking materials and railing systems are supported by the DexSpan™ framing system, including leading brands of composite decking, treated lumber, cedar, hardwoods, PVC and aluminum decking, plus paver and granite stone systems.
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DexSpan™ deck framing products are made in the USA from recycled and 100% renewable aluminum sourced in the USA
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